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This literature summarizes research on the relationship between goal setting and task performance,
conducted between 1969 and 1980. These studies
identified the relationship of goal attributes to level
of performance, moderators such as feedback, goal
acceptance and supportiveness, and individual differences in responses to goal setting. [The SSCI ®
and the SCI® indicate that this paper has been cited
in more than 395 publications.]
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In 1964, Locke, inspired by the work of T.A.
Ryan,1 C.A. Mace,2 and others, completed his
doctoral dissertation on the subject of the relationship between goal difficulty and specificity
and task performance. He found that goals which
were both specific and difficult led to better task
performance than goals that were easy or vague
(such as "do your best"). This dissertation was
the beginning of contemporary goal setting research that led, over 25 years later, to an inductively based theory of goal setting.3
A few years after Locke's dissertation, G.P.
Latham, working independently of Locke, verified the importance of goal setting in his research with loggers and truck drivers at
Weyerhouser Co.4 This work was especially
useful in showing that goal setting, which had
been studied by Locke solely in the laboratory,
was applicable to the real world of work.
The first summary of the early research on

goal setting was summarized in another Citation
Classic5 This work inspired other researchers
to study goal setting, and the overwhelming
majority of these studies obtained positive results, thus encouraging additional studies. This
was followed by two later review articles (in
19746 and 19757), but goal setting research proliferated so rapidly that another review was
needed by 1981, resulting in this Classic Locke
and Latham, by this time, had begun a life-long
collaboration and were aided in the review by
their two doctoral students, Karyll N. Shaw, who
worked with Locke, and Lise M. Saari, who
worked with Latham.
The timing of this article was ideal in that it
coincided with the time period in which the field
of psychology concluded that behaviorism (the
doctrine that human action could be understood
without reference to consciousness) was dead
as an intellectual force. This ended any lingering
doubts among scientists about the suitability of
a cognitive approach to motivation. This development, plus the positive findings obtained in
early goal setting research, led to a further
proliferation of goal setting studies. By the time
Locke and Latham's book was published,3 the
number of goal setting studies had exceeded
five hundred—and more studies are still being
conducted today. Goal setting theory is now
generally accepted as among the most valid and
generalizable motivation theories in industrialorganizational psychology, human resource
management, and organizational behavior.
We, and other researchers, are continuing to
expand goal setting research into new areas.
Recent examples are: the relation of goals to
expected satisfaction and to the instrumentality
of goal outcomes; goals as mediators of the
effects of monetary incentives; goals as mediators of the effects of charismatic leadership; the
effects of goal conflict on performance; the
relative effectiveness of process versus end
result goals; the effectiveness of goal setting on
complex tasks; and the relative validity of predictions of behavior based on conscious goals
versus subconscious motives.
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